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Cover: An airborne radio-echo sounding record, obtained using a 60-MHz
sounder from the ice sheet in the vicinity of Byrd Station, Antarctica
(8005, 120’W). S and b represent the surface and bottom of the Ice
sheet, and the horizontal white lines between them ore radar returns
from Internal layers within the Ice sheet. The ice thickness of 2164
m measured by the core taken at this location is In good agreement
with the radar computation using the travel/ time scale below the
photo and a velocity of radiowaves in Ice of 168 m/p.sec (two-way
travel time). (This photo was provided by Dr. 0.1. Drewry
of the Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, England.)
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i.~pr~pirtles are: density variations, bubble size and shape changes, and crystal fabric variations. The depths of the
strong reflections shown on the available radio-echo records are In reasonable aveement with the depths corres pond .
Ing to the highest reflection coefficients computed from the combIned physical property measurements. In calcula-
tions to differentiate the separate effects of different physical properties, It appears that density varia tions accoun t
for the primary contributions to th. calculated dielectric property changes corresponding to the highest reflection

• coefficients. However, bubble changes alone can also account for reasonable, though lower, reflection coefficients
at the appropriate depths. Crystal fabric variations correspond poorly with the reflection locations. Density varia-
tions are normally associated with depositiona) events in the history of the ice sheet. However, the close correspond- ~once between the depths of the bubble shape changes (which are definitely deformatlonal features), and the depths
of the density variations, and between both of these and the radio-echo layers, Indicates that defo rmationa l events
in the ice sheet’s histo ry are represented by the variations in the physical property and associated radio-echo records.
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NOMENCLATURI
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~r, h, diameters in s, ~. • s spac e of a general ellipsoid
il thickness of la~ ci I (meters)
f radio frequency (U:)

thickness of an ash or dust las er
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I’ proportion of ash to ~e in a laser
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~~~ 
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relat ise dielectric constant (to free space) ot l a se r i

e’ (~~) dielectric ~onst.int of a medium as a function of frequency

- e. dielectr ic constants of the components 1 and 2 of a misiure dielectr ic

e total dielecti ic co nstant of the mixture

~ dielect ric constant of a mixture containing ellipsoids with (field par~Ilel to the “long”
axi s  ~

~0 dielectric constant of a mixture containing ellipsoids with Eti~ld parallel to the “short ”
.rx is Ir

e-~~ dielectric ~onstJnt of a mixture containing ellipsoids with a random spatial orientation
e dielectr ic constant of a mixture containing spheres as the included second dielectric
e_ dielectr ic constant at infinite trequencs

~~~ contribution to the dielectric constant from polarization process n

dielectri c constant of ci- measured perpendicular to the ax is
dialect’ is constant of cc measured parallel to the i -axis

C’ veal part of the complex dielecti is constant

irnag~nar~ part of the complex dielectric constant
(1 angIe measured in the vertical bet ween (-hi propagation direction and crysta l ax is
A wavelength of the incident radiation

mean ve rt ical angle of t he c-ax is distributi o n
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• azimuth angle of crystal axis

~L (~ lines regression of density upon depth
p,~, density of ice
p
~ 

density of layer i

~ magnetic permeability of free space (henrys/rn)
o~ conductivity of layer !
r,~ relaxation time of the polarization process n
e~~ angular frequency (a,) of the polarization process n

~ angular frequency 2wf (sec t )

tan 8 loss tang ent of a medium = e”Ie ’
dfl sin6d8d
n(9 ,

~
) percentage of ice crystals with crystal axes at angles 8, ~
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~s COMPA RISON BETWE EN DERIVED INTERNAL DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES AND RADIO-ECHO SOUN DING RECORDS
OF Til t ICE SHEE T AT CAPE FOLGER . ANTARCTICA

11~ kelrher and ‘s . I -\c kle~

INTRODUCTION DERIVATION OF THE POWE R REFLECTION
(OEFF1C1ENT-DEPTH VAR IATION

ihe use c it radio-echo sounding reco rds to indicate
the presence of internal lasers within large ice sheets the power ref lecti on co ef f i c ient  is calculated in the
s~~ f interest to gtaciologists because it otters a means following manne, after Linlor and liracak (1~r~ ( and

ot t, .scking the inter nal properties of the ice sheets Wai t 19S8). the chai a’ter is t ic hulk impedance .‘ of
large distances , the glaciological interpretation I-. las er i r s  defined Iss

diffi cu lt . hiwiesre, because the cause ~f the inte rnal
lavering is not clear In f ac t , several physical c auses tot 

~ I )the dielectric changes of the ice producing internal re- i

* 
11cc tions base been offered (Harrison I • I ac h of
these ~auses is glaciologicalls significant , hut in a dif- where i — 1
ti-rent manner, sir that large-sc ale internal las i-ring — m.agnetic parmeahilits of free space
within the ice cannot be unequivocalls interpreted as c~, ~ angular f requenes 2wr (f in H:)
a particular st rat igraphic horizon relating to a chemi — propagation constant.
~j l. detcwmational, or temperature-depoviticsnal
characteristic of the lie. It is also pos~ible that a sin Generalls ~ , is a complex quanhit% defined h~gte radar reflection mas .u sc- from the vector sum of
reflections from several las e rs . 1o~

1
~ ~, 

~ .: • IMO 0, i~•’ (2 1
In this repor t we l u s t res iew a computational

method to obtain reflection coef f ic ients  (I.inlor and where e0 • perrni t t i v i t s  of tree space
liracek I °~~~) and next ri-s ui-v. several possible phs sical — relative lossless dialect, ic constant of the
mec hanisms that can pr oduce the nccessars dielectric medium
constant sj lijtions leading to reflections. We then use ii , — conductrsits
the measured phss rca l properties ~ f ft~~~ cc ’ii - to bed-
roc k from Cape Folger near Cases station , last In our formulation the ice- medium is considered loss

~nta rcti ca ( tsts ’2O~ s , I I  I ”E; .3~4-m depth), to caku- less, so we onl~, consider the real part of the propagation
ate the contribution to the dielectr,~ property change constant , or
with depth from each observed piwsical cause. From
the calculated dielectric profile, we compute a derived 

~ , ~~~~ ~~ •

power reflection coefficient-depth profile. We then
eompae this computed reflection coetficient profile . Paren and Robin ~l~~ S1 have considered the ef f ec ts of
obtained from the individual and combined phs sical conductis its changes in icc’ shei-ts (corresponding to a
property changes of the ice , with the actual radio- change in the’ imaginary par t of eq 2) sin internal ief les’
echo sounding reflection profile in an effort to inter lions but hive indicated that these ef f ec t s  are signiti~pret the causes of the internal reflections, cant at depths over I (X)i.~ m deeper than the core

— — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. •• •~ - •
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considered here. We discuss this aspect fur ther In a t o -
late r section.

The refl ection i ’~plItu* r~ at a bounders within ~ 0the medium us given bs OS ‘

~~~~ 
I

OVS _

c.40
.rnd thc etlection power (wha t is detected b~ the ie~ 04 - E,:90

(4b) 0~ -

is the- ch~ acterust ic bulk in~ edarwe ot the V

i- ts t  ljci-r ~s defined above, while Z~ is the surfac e ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~

irnpedan..e of the ith las er and, after W a it ( t ~~S8), ~* 
0 k~ 3% \~ 

3)c,~ 3)~~ ?~~~
defined b~

F iij u,e 1. Reflection r~flp//tu* as a
2 ~ 

• tanh 
~ ~

) .‘i,nc :.’on of layer thickness IVN-ISSUPVd

i + 7 
~~, tanh ‘~1 d1 

- In 119th Of the incident w~~’eI (dter Linàw rV)d J/r ~ ek 1975). ,4s
shown her,, the ~‘urws represent wr

Here, d1 • the thickness of laser / and ‘y , ~ the sheet floetin9 on wuter . Similar curves
propagation constant as given above, the bottom or c~i be generated t~r analogous 3-layer
ntis liver at bedrock is taken to be semi-infinite and m e n u ,  [e.g., alr.snow/ice ,edrock (as
therefore discussed herv)/ .

Z,~. (h)

to the observed reflections within ice sheets. When the
me procedure to obtain the estimated reflection thickness of a las er is either an even or an odd multiple

coef fici ent profile with depth is to “build up” the ice of a quarter wavelength of the incident wave , construc-
sheet from the bottom, laser hs layer , using some ash - tive or destructi ve interference occurs between two
male of the propagation constant based on the ice reflected waves. The reflected power can then be en-
properties at each depth. The bulk impedance of a hanced or reduced if a layer thickness is at the quarter
laser is calculated from eq 1 . Eq 5 is then used with wavelength multiple salue. To accurately evaluate this
the calculated bulk impedance, estimated propagation effect is beyond the resolution of the currently available
constant and estimated layer thickness to obtain the data on the physical properties of the i~e. The quartet
surfac e or input impedance of the top which replaces wavelength phenomenon would not, a priori , be expected
the “layered” dielectric below by a homogeneous half to be highl~ probable since it demands an accurate
space with equivalent surfac e impedance, match of input wavelength with the particular layer

the sar iat lesn of reflection coefficient with depth, thickness in the ice sheet.
which us the sourc e of internal reflections within the In the future , a simp le test sin whether a reflect ion
ice sheet, is therefore dependent on the “ mismatch” occurs or disappears because of a match between the
in impedance between the bulk impedance ii! the layer wavelength and laser thickness could be simpl~ per-
under study and the surface impedance of the half-space formed by sounding at two slightly different frequencies,
below the layer . From eq 1 and S w e see that these two since the reflection amplitude changes quite rapidli,
quantities are dependent only on the dielectric constant w ith a slight mismatch between the layr, thickness and
and thickness of the lasers for a given radar wavelength, the quarter wavelength, as shown in Figure 1 (atter

Linlor and liracek 1975), Therefore, it the quarter
wavelength - . thickness match were a factor , the re-

POSSIBLE SOURCES OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT flected power from the lay er under consideration would
VARIATION WITH DEPTH IN ICE SHEETS he markedly different at the two frequencies, while it

would not change significantly it’ the quarter wavelength
In this analysis one effec t we do not consider is the phenomenon were absent. Because internal reflections

contribution of interfe,-,ncr between reflected waves hav e been noted since the advent of radio-echo sounding
2
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at frequencies ‘.ary ing from 30 MHz to the GHi range . An examr~e at the wavelength corresponding to 35 MHz
we assu me initiilly that the observed echoes are de- indicates lay ers I and 5 cm thick containing 10% ash
rived from depth changes in ice dielect ric properties would have reflection coefficients of — 74 dB and — 60

(leading to a change in impedance with depth as given dB, which are within the observable range for most
in eqs 1, 2, and 5) rather than from a fortuitous coinci- current echo sounding recei vers. Ash layers hav e been
dence of layer thickness and quarter wavelengths, observed at several locations within the deep core oh-

The possible mechanisms for dielectr i~ sariations in ta m ed at B~rJ Station, Antarctic a (Gow and William .
ice sheets will be briefly reviewed here. The mechanisms son 1’4~ 1), a though the thicknesses are lower than
mentioned have been (i) i~ C dens ity variation s ~Robin those ol the ,rbose example , of the order of 0.05 cm at
et al . 19691, ~iif macroscopic impuvit~ lasers (dust an-f 10’\~ concentr ation .
volcanic ash (Robin at al , 1969)1. (ii i) microscopic
impurity layers (Paren and Robin 197s) , (is ) a prey !- Effect of microscopic impurity layers
ously unstudied effec t lou’ thus application , changes in Paren and Robin (1975) argue that , as well as the
air bubble geometry from spheric~i to ellipsoidal shapes, changes in the real part of the dielectric constant given
and (v ) crystal orientation changes tt4ar rison li’ ) by eqs 3 and 4, there isalso an impedance mismatch
Except for microsc opic impurity variations, ~ll of these caused by vari atuons in the conductiv it~ or loss tangent ,
give rise to small changes in dielectric permittisut i . or tan 6 , of the mc i’ han  6 a l e  where e” , the lmaginar~
the real part of the dielectric constant. part of the dielectric constant o/co€~). In their

formulation , the reflect ion coeffic ient R at the inter-
Ice density variations face ut a two-layer medium differing onis in loss tan-

rise ice density variation is given as (Gudmandse n gent is

1971)
R !1 ,’4A (t ano) 12 (9)

I +0 .8S p1. (7)
where the two layers are character ized hs loss tangents

The variation in dielectric constant with density of tan 6 and tan 6 ~ (ian 6), respectively.
arises from the mixture of two media , air and ice , with Making use of the model ~f Paren and Walker (19:’ 1),
different dielectric constants , (a1~ 

-
~ I, e~~ it fl. they suggest that t oss tange nt variations of the order

The dens uts relationship (eq 7) is empirical , based on a necessary to produce reflections mas occur because of
~it to experimental data (Robin et al . 1969). the ice impurit\ distributions varying ss ithin the ice , for cx-
densit ’. varia t ion and the effect of macroscop ic impuri- ample , impurities either uniformly distributed sir con-
ties are specmri~ examples or a more general treatment centrated at grain boundaries , without requiring that the
b r  Ji ’ . geo metri c dii’ lectr ic inclusion , which we discuss total concentration s-ary . Th iy factor remains fairl y
later. constant with depth , making i t  relatively greater than

the density- variation at great depths , because density
Effec t of macroscopic impurity layers fluctuations are smoothed out at depth hs the over-
(dust and volcanic ash) burden pressure, The loss tangent effect also increase s

The effec t of these layers , arising from the fallout with increasing temperature , which would enhance its
of volcanic eruptions, iy similar to the effect described effect relative to density variations in the deeper , warmer
above for density ; namely, the dielectric constant of a layers where it is proposed as a reflection mechanism,
mixed ice and ash/dust layer will be a function of the We have not considered this mechanism in the present
dielectric constants of ice (3. 17) and of ash (e,g., 4 .8) analysis , since its main application, according to Paren
and the relative proportions of the two components, and Robin (1975 ) , most likely applies at a depth greater
After Robin at al. (1969), the power reflection coet- than 1500 m, which is much greater than the measured
ficient of a mixture of ash and ice R contained in a ice depth, 324 m , at Cape Folger, As well , we note the
layer of thickness ~ is mechanism depends upon a variation in tan 6 , which

has not been proven to exist wi thin the ice sheet at this
R (0.4 rPc .’X) ’  (8) location . l’he meltwater conductivit y measurements

(DC) for the Cape Folger core indicate that the fluctua-
where P proportion of ash to ice (P: 1) lion of this quantits with depth is so small as to he oh-

— layer thickness scured by the measurement error and possible handling
X • wavelength, contamination (V . Morgan , personal communication).

_.
~~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~ -. ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘L.~~~~~~~ -
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Within the limits of these measurements , no attributable 
- 

e 1 + IA 1 (I — 1/2) + v 2 1 (e2 — e 1) 
(10reflection exists based on conductivi ty changes with C — C , e 1 + A 1 (1 — v2) fr 2 — e ,)

depth. Therefore , since density and other variations do
ex ist and are measurably large enough to account for
some of the variations in calculated and observed rc- Here 

~
‘ (P~~ 

— P mras ) IP,cr and A 1 is the depolari,a-
flection strengths, we do not fee l justified in invoking finn factor which is dependent only on the physical
the Paren and Robin hypothesi’.. shape of the particles , most generally, ellipsoids. After

Stratton (194 1),
Changes in inclusion geometry

this effect may be looked upon as a generalization —

of the density and macroscopic impurity effec ts where A 1 .L 
~~ f

the geometry as well as the volume of the included 2 o (02 + s) 1/2 (b 2 + a) 1/2 (c 2 + s) h 12(f 2 + a)
dielectric us also considered. Evidence from the’ Cape
Folger core indicated substantial dev iation in the air ( 11)
bubbles from spheroids with depth , justifying an
investigation into the possible effects of these geometric where~ a, b, c, and is the axis along which the E field
changes. is aligned. It is also required that

Some work has been done in explaining the varia-
tion of snow dielectric properties with the changing Aa + A b + A~ I ( l 2)
geometry of air inclusions . Evans (1965) has sum-
marm,cd this work , which c ,;r,sists primaril y of attempts where a, b, and c are the magnitudes of the axes of the
to explain the changes in snow dielectric properties ellipsoids (a, y, z) and the equation of (hi’ ellipsoid:
using the empiri cal “I-ormzahl” concept f i rst  postulated
by We iner (1910). Ihis approach is characteristic of 

+ ~2 
- ‘ 1 3the earlier wor k in heterogeneous dielectrics , but be. 

~‘~T b2 + ~ ~‘T’ — -

cause of its empirical basis , has certain drawbacks .
More recently , van Seek (1967) has rep laced these
empirical formulae by a derivation based on solution where s is a variable indicating the ellipsoid confocal
of electrostatic t cory for dispersed media of ,snalyti- w ith a standard ellipsoid whose equation is
cal shapes.

The behavior for dilute mixtures of varying geome. ~2 ..}.~!. 
,2 

14trie s has been well verified using this formulation. + + .—

~~

- -- 1.
Paren (unpublished Ph.D. thesis) has shown that the
limited data on snow which tails somewhat beyond the
“dilute” definition can also be better reconciled by a For the cases considered hero , the ellipsoids arc as-
variation on this analytical approach given by Böttchcr ’s sumed to be prolate spheroids, i.e., b c and o b.
mixing equation. In that formulation , the average value The general expression for the depolarization factor
of the dielectric constant of the parent medium is re- then is
placed by the total dielectric constant of the mixture.
This procedure apparently gives a better estimate of
the dielectric constant at high concentrations of the A = ~! f  ds 

. I S )
dispersed medium but again is a simple var iation on o (a + a2)3/2 (a + b2)
the analytical models which work well at low concen-
trations. Sweeney and Colbeck (1974) have used the Along the minor axis b, t he dep o larization factor
theoretica l formul,ution in analyzing wet snow measure- from eq 12 is.
ments and have found good agreement between the
experimental results and theorctic,ii predictions when A —A ) (16)the dielectric properties of the constituents are known. b 2 a

After van Seek (1967), the effective dielectric
constant of a mixture wit h dielectric constant of the For the prolate spheroid case , the solution of the
medium e 7 containing a dilute mixture of particles (in integral , given the ratio a/b , is from van Bec k (1 967) )
our case, air or dust) with dielectric constant a2 and
total volume density 

~2 is

4
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A — 1 + (a/ b) undetected. From a theoretical argum ent , a possible
a (a/ b) 2 — 1 ((~/b)2 — 1) 3/2 anisotropy in dielectric constant can be postulated in

the MHz range.
x (a/ b) + ( (a/b) 2 — 11 

~ J’ (17) The freq uency variation of the dielectric constant
can be written as (Johari and Charette 1975)

We consider four c ases and now give the re~pectlve
expressions for the dielectric permittivitv for each
case. These are obtained by solving eq 10 w ith the e’ (w) = e_ + 

2 (22)
appropriate value of A 1 given by eq 16 or 17 , ,~

_ 1 + ~~
Case I. The incident f-f ield is aligned along the

a-axes (long axes) of the ellipsoids (which are parallelly where e is the dielectric constant for frequencies
aligned). Then greater than 10~ Hz, and ~ e1~ the contribution from ,

1 and r ,~ the relaxation time of, the various polarizations,
v2 (e2 — a 1) ea,.h represented by a simple Debye relaxation process.c — c  e i. i. (18)

~ C1 + A~ (a2 — e~J From eq 22 we see that if

Case 2. The incident E-tield is aligned along the to 2 ‘v>  1 (23a)
b-axes (short axes) of the ellipsoids (again all of parallel
alignment): or

e w  ef~ = (
~ [~ + A~~~~~~)] . (19) >~~ .i~ (23b)

Case 3. The E-field is not aligned with the ellipsoid then the contribution of the relaxation process ~~ to
axes (random spat ial orientation of the ellipsoids): the real part of the dielectric constant e(to) at frequency

to is essentially zero.
C C~~~ 1” e~ + Cf~. (20) The Inequality in eq 23 corresponds to the frequency

-, “ of the relaxation to 1~ = l/T~ :

Case 4. The ellipsoids are all spheres (r, = b). For << to. (24)
this case the value of A a is 1/3 and the solution for the
permittivity is the model solution analogous to the That is, if the frequency of interest is higher than the
empirical equation from Robin et al. (1 969)(eq 7). frequency at which the relaxation process occurs, then

r 1 the relaxation process in questk..i does not contribute
— ~ ~~~ 

(e2 — e,) 
‘21~ 

to the dielectric constant at the higher frequency. ForC - C5 
— C

11 2e1 + e2 ‘ example, the well-known molecular orientation processes
-~ that occur in the kHz frequency range in ice do not con-

- For the Cape Folger case under study here, no layer tribute to the dielectric constant at 35 to 100 MHz,
was found where e~ — ci > 0.0012. The depth varia- The electronic polarization anisotropy that occurs
tions between c,,. ç and e~, 

~b are larger than this in the infrared region causes a & between the c-axis
value, so it can usually be assumed ~ e5. Equation perpendicular and the c-axis parallel of 0.0037 at — 10°C
20, instead of eq 21, was therefore also used to give (Johari and charette 1975). Harrison (1973) concluded
the dielectric constant for bubbles assumed spherical that a fractional cha.tge of ‘- 10~ in the dielectric
as well as for randomly oriented ellipsoids, permistivity combined with multiple layering was suf-

ficient to produce detectable reflections in radio-echo
~ff.ct of crystal orientation changes sounding. The theoretical change in permittivity of

Recent measurements (Johari and Charette 1975) 0.0037 caused by crystal orientatiot; changes could then
have indicated that the dielectr ic constant values for account for the observed echoes in the’ megahertz region
sing le and polycrystalline ice agree within * 0.2% at if sufficient crystal orientation change occurs in these
measured frequencies of 35 and 60 MH” . From the layers. This mechanism must still be cautiously invoked
experiments, however, it was determined a maximum since the changes in permittivity arising from crystal
difference of 1% between the dielectric constant orientation changes are very small and still have not
perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis would remain been verified experimentally in the frequency range at

which radio-echo soun ders operate.
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Figure 2. Fabric diagram from 1 71-rn depth at Cape Foiger.

~ 4 • ‘ I • I the vert ical angle; i.e., we assume the crystals are uni- 
formly distributed in a cone over the vertical angle,
orn(O ,Ø) = n(O) only. Figure 2 gives an example of

o 2 a fabric diagram from Cape Folger indicating this
assumption is probably not generally valid. However ,

~ o 8 ‘ i6 24 40 48 there is usually more vertical than azimuthal variation
C-oti s deviotion from v •rt iCQI ~~~ 

in crystal fabrics from ice cores; so the main features
of the dielectric constant depth variation are probably

FIgure 3. DistrIbution of c-ax as from the vertical at due to vertical changes in orientation . Figure 3 shows
/ 71-rn depth obtained from the fabric diagram in the data from Figure 2 replotted to give the vertical
F igure 2 averaged over 3° intervoli c-ax is distribution only.

The crystal orientation effect at a given depth on PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE
the dielectric constan t can be est imated as follows CAPE FOLGER CORE
(Clough 1977):

The data on impurity levels are based entirely on
— + ~ J ,f • n(8 ,~) sinO cos~ d~ ‘25’ 

meltwater conductivities and are ludged to be: (1) at
— Ij  C~~.j ‘ such a low level that we assume the loss tangent

tan 6 < 0.01, at MHz or higher frequencies — i.e., the
mater ial could be considered lossless ; and (2) of insuf-

where a~e1 t-~ 
= 0.0037, 0 is the angle between the ficient variation with depth to cause reflections — i.e.,

propag ation direction and the crystal axis in the verti- ~ tan 6 << 0.01. No volcanic dust or ash bands were
ral , 0 is the azimuthal angle and dfl = sin 0d8d~. For observed in the core. Therefore , the observed reflections
a fi rs t approximation, we consider only the changes in were assumed to originate from the dielectric effects of
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Figure 4. Var/at/c,, of ke density with depth Figure 5. VariatIon with depth in the ratio of long
at Cape Folger and the results of a I/near re- axis to short axis a/b of air bubbles from the Cape
gresskm of density upon depth. Fo/ger core. Data obtained by Matsuto (unpubi)

provided by Budd (1972).

the three mechanisms discussed as follows: (i) density the points. The dielectric constant was then calculat ed
variations , (ii) air bubble geometry variations, and from eq 20 and the power reflection coefficient from
(iii) crystal orientation variations, eqs 1, 3, 4 and 5.

After discussing these physical property variations
and the available radio-echo sounding data, we then Air bubble-geometry depth profile
give the computed dielectr ic constant variations based Figure 5, based on data measured by Matsuto (un-
on the individua l and combined physi cal properties . publis hed), shows the variation in bubble geometry with

depth measured from ice thin sections taken primarily
Density-depth profile in the horizontal plane; the figure gives both the average

Figure 4 indicates the variation of density with depth, and maximum values of a/b. Measurements were taken
The densities are quite high even in the upper parts of at the depths indicated. As mentioned earlier, the
the profile since the core was obtained in an ablation geometry was assumed to be prol ate spheroids charac-
region of the ice sheet . The density profile is obtained terized by the major and minor diameters a and b.
from 5-cm cubes taken at approximately 10-rn intervals Prolate spheroids are the conceptually simplest geometry
and, in some cases, the indicated density may be of derived from the experimental data. Figure 5 thus gives
uncertain value. For example , the value at 1 95-rn depth the ratio a/b as a function of depth. Budd (pers. comm. )
appears to be the result of a single measurement and has indicated that the portions of the core where high
therefore might be in error. In contrast , the relatively a/b ratios are present (below — 165-rn depth) are also
low density at 225-rn depth is consistent w . :h the characterized by alignment of the long bubble axes ,
tr ends immediately above and below, so, it is believed roug hly in the direction of glacier flow or maximum
it represents a “ true ” value for that point. These points surface slop e. The dielectric constant was calculated
cause considerable dielectric constan t change and are of for the four cases indicated above using the average a/b
particular interest in the reflection coefficient calcula- taken from Figure 5 and the density information from
tio n discussed later. For the purposes of the dielectric Figure 4. Linear interp o lation between data poin ts was
cons tant calculation , the density was obtained from the made in both cases to obtain equally-spaced dielectric
data points indicated or a linear inter polation between constant-depth protlles.
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Figure 6a. First moment of Figure 6b. Variation of the dielectric constant caused by
the distribution mean crystal fabric angle variations show,, In Figure 6a~

On( 0)A0

of c-axes from the vertical.

Crystal orientation-depth profile e(z ) = e
~,,

+ 0.0037 cos if (z ) (27)
Examples of crystal orientation data from the Cape

Folger core taken from data obtained by Wakaham a where if is the mean angle at depth given in Figure 6a.
are given in Budd (1972). The usual presentation for The variation of ~ e = 0.0037 cos~ wit h depth is given
ice crystal orientation data is the fabric diagram which in Figure 6b.
gives the projection of the cumulative crystal orienta- As mentioned earlier, this relationship does not
tion from a hemisphere onto a plane. An example of account for the azimuthal variation in crystal orienta-
a fabric diagram from Cape Folger was given in Figure tion; however, that quantity shows small variation for
2 and the derived vertical distribution in Figure 3. The this particular core.
first moment of the distribution (mean angle) from
each depth is Radio-echo sounding data

- There have been three echo sounding traverses of
the Cape Folger area carried out by the Australian

if = 0n(0)~~0. (26) National Antarctic Research Expedition (ANARE) : in
1967 at a frequency of 35 MHz, and in 1973 and 1975
at a frequency of 100 MHz. Unfortunately, the 1975

The variation of if with depth is shown in Figure 6a. traverse did not take any measurements within 200 m
The graph can then be used to compute the dielectric of the core site , the core having been obtained in 1969.
constant-depth variation from the following appro x i- The bed topography appears to be so rough in the Cape
mation to eq 25: Folger area that the depth determination from the 1975

S
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FIgure 7. DIelectric constant and power reflection coefficient vs depth, In-
cluding the effects of density variations, bubble elongation and orientatIon,
and crystal fabric. The positions of the internal layers observed by radio-
echo sounding are shown t9’). (The amplitude of the observed echoes Is
unknown and their position, as shown, on the dB axis is arbitrary.)

traverse is 100 m deeper than the previous tr averses , difference appears in eq 5 in the tanh’y1d~ term. How-
In addition, the transmitting pulse length used during ever, with the choice we make for d1 = 10 m, and
this traverse was long enough to override any return using €~ ~ 3.17 in eq 3 for y~, tanh ‘y1 d1 ~ 1.0, for
echoes from depths less than 300 m. Hence, we con- either 35 MHz or 100 MHz. In this range of frequencies - -

sider only the results from the earlier work . The 1967 and for our choice of d1, our results should therefore
traverse indicated an ice depth of 345 m and two be frequency independent.
closely spaced layers at 218 and 235 m. The traverse

- 
- in 1973 found an ice depth of 321 m, a strong echo

at 177 m, and a weak one at 228 m. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The reasons for the differences between the two

measurements are open to discussion. One possibili ty As indicated previousl y, the onl y effects felt to be
is the different frequencies used in the two years. If of importance in explaining the layering at Cape Folger
the enhancement of a return is due to an effec t with are density fluctuations, bubble elongation and bubble
an orientational character, such as bubble elongation, orientation, and fluctuations in ice crystal fabric orienta-
or crystal orientation, then the strength of the return tion. Figure 7 shows the dielectric const ant and the
would also depend on the relative orientations of the power reflection coefficient as a functio n of depth

- transmitting and receiving antennas. We will take the including all these effec ts. Ca is the dielectric constant
above work to indicate the existence of two layers at with the incident E field aligned along the long axis,
Cape Folger: one at 177 ± 15 m and a second one in a, of the bubbles , Eb the dielectric constan t for the E
the 218- to 235-rn region , given by 228 ± 15 m. The field along the short axis, b, and e~ the dielectric
ice depth from the core closely corresponds to the ice constant for random bubbles. The case of purely
depth determined from the 1973 traverse, indicating spherical bubbles, ç, which would show just the effect
proximi ty of the locations. The errors on the layer of density fluctuations , has been excluded from Figure
positions are based on the uncertainty in reading the 7, since as was noted previou sly, it does not differ
travel times from the A-scan photographs of about appreciably from e~ . The location of the internal
± 0.2 psec, leading to a possible layer depth error of layering from the radio-echo records is also indicated
±1 5 m. in Figure 7.

There mig ht be some objection to using results from The layering is seen to be located very close to the
the above traverses in 1967 and 1973 because they position of the hig hest values of the reflec tion coef-
were done at different frequencies . The frequency fi cient , which would be the predi cted depth for enhanced
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Figure 8a. The quantity ~~ 
and the corresponding reflection coefficient vs

depth with and without crystal effects.
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Figure 8b. The quantity €b and corresponding power reflection coefficient
vs depth as in Figure 8a.

reflections. The enhanced reflections do appear to However, the gross structure of the dielectric constant
be at a slightly lower depth than the measured layer- is really determined by the density fluctuations, as can
ing, but the data points used to calculate the permit- be noted by recalling that 

~~ 
is a measure of the density

tivity were taken every 10 m, giving rise to a ± 5-rn effects alone and that it indicates enhanced reflections
uncertainty in our calculations of the permittivities. at the same locations as the other dielectric constants.
Given the uncertainty in the echo sounding, that the While the overall structure of the reflection coefficient
internal layering differs from the region of highest is determined by the density fluctuations, the bubble
reflection coefficient by only lOor 15 mis well within orientation could change the coefficient by a few dB’s,
the errors , with Eb providing an enhancement and ç a decrease

The dielectric constants in Figure 7 all display the over the values for eg,.
same variation as a function of depth, though ‘b has Figure 7 indicates the bubble elongation and bubble
the highest values of the reflection coefficient and orientation effects by noting the differences between
indicates that it would yield the most enhanced return. Ca, eb and eth. Figures 8a and 8b show the crystal fabric
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Figure 9a. The dielectric constant and reflection coefficient for Figure 9b. The dielectric constant and reflection
the various cases of bubble configuratIons as a function of depth coefficien t for crystal fabric effects as a function

- using the llne r regression density, of depth using the linear regression dens/t v.

orientation effects . In these figures e
~ 

and Cb are quantities in the figures are’ the perminiv ities and re-
plotted as a function of depth with and without the flection coefficients with the inclusion of the’ air bubble

- 
- crystal effects; a graph of Ca would indicate the same effects (Fig. 9a) and crystal fabric effects (Fig. 9b).

sorts of differences and so is not included. Both of the Without the density fluctuations, all the reflection
figures indicate that changes in the crysta l fabrics can coefficients are less than about — 79 dB and average
lead to a I. or 2-dB change over the results without the about —90 dB. Thus, removing the density tluctuatiesns
crystal information. The inclusion of the crystal effects removes the wide variation of dielectric constants, as
lowers the reflection coefficients because, in eq 27. shown in Figure 7, and also decreases the range of high
eLis the dielectric constant without crystal effects, and reflection coefficient from — 55 to — 60 dB to — 79 to
any deviation of the c-axis from the horizontal increases — 90 dB in the region of the layering.
the dielectric constant and decreases the reflection co- We note, however , that the calculated high reflection
efficient, coefficient associated with the layer at 177 ± IS rn i~Figures 9a and 9b indicate further that the structure based on a single density measurement at I 9S-n~ depth.
of the dielectric constant is determined by the density If this measurement is incorrect , we st’e from I igure 9a
fluctuations. They are a result of carrying out a linear that a relative peak in the reflection coefficient would
regression of the density upon depth. This results in still ex ist based on the air bubble orientation changes
the fit even when the density variation is smoothed out by a

linear regression line. Although the calculated reflection
p1 (z) 907.1 + 0,0144z (28) coefficient k some ~0 dB down from the possihie den-

sity effec t, it is still above — 80dB and represents a
where p~ (z) is the density in kg/ rn3 and z is the depth “viable ” reflection cause. Its calculated position as
in meters. This line is also plotted in Figure 4. From shown in Figure 9a also more’ nearly coincides with the
equation 21, this density may he used to define a measured position est the radio-echo layer , although
“linear density” dielectric constant for spherical bubbles given the errors on both the calculation and measure-

ment , this may not be a significant feature.
= 3.1396 + 0.000044z . (29) The bubble effects give a wider range than the crystal

effects, leading to the conclusion that the bubble effects
This is plotted on Figures 9a and 9b; the reflection co- would then be a more likely source for any enhance-
efficient for e~, is — 89 dR, irrespective of depth density ment than fabric changes, and, as shown in Figures 8a
based on a ‘ step” change in the dielectric constant at and 8b, the crystal effects actuall~ decrease the retlection
10-rn intervals given by ~~ — Cl 0.00044. The other coefficient , while the bubbles aligned with theit short
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axes along the incident E field provide an enhancement , Gow , A.l. and T. Williamson (1971) Volcanic ash In the
as shown in Figure 7. The various physical properties antarctic ice sheet and Its possible climatic implications.

tart,’, curd P/one/cry Science Letters , vol. 13 , p. 210-218.of the’ Cape Folger core indicate that the internal layer- Gudrnandscn, P. (1971) Electromagnetic probing of Ice. In
ing is most likely determined by the ice density fIuctua~ Llectromognetic probing in geophysics (J .R. Wait , Ed.).
uons. Changes in bubble elongation and orientation Boulder, Colorado: Golem Press, p. 321-38 .
provide the next most important effect , while changes Harrison, D.H. (1973) Radio echo sounding ot horizontal
in the crystal fabric are the least important. Reflections layers in IcC . /ourno/ ol Gloc io/ogy, vol. 12 , no. 66 ,
in this core caused by impurities are considered un- ~

— lohari , G.P. and P.A. Charene (1975) The permittivity andlikely. at t enuat ion in polycryssalline and single-crystal ice lh
The glaciological implications of the data are en- at 35 and 60 MHz. jo urnal of Glat-lo/oqy, vol . 14 , no.

hanced by one additional piece of evidence. Recent 71 , ~. 293.304.
radio-echo sounding in this area indicated that at least Linlor , W l . and G.R. llracek (1975) Electromagnetic reflection
one internal reflection had a strength dependent on the from multi-layered snow models. /ournal of G/acio/og,v,

vol. 14 ,no.72 ,p. 501-S16.orientation of the receiving antenna to the surface P~rcn I. (1970) Dielectric properties of ice. Ph.D. Thesis,
(Budd and Harrison, personal communication). University or Cambridge (unpubl.).

Since the radio-echo strength of internal layering is Paren. ).and G. DeQ. Robin (1975) Internal reflection in
dominated by the density differences , features usually polar ice sheets. Journal of Glocioloqy, vol. 14. no. 71 ,
displaying an isotropic or non-orientational character , p. 251-260.

Paren, J. and J.C.F. Walker (1971) Influence of limitedwe must examine the available evidence to see if there solubility on the electrical and mechanical propertiest is an explanation consistent with an echo caused by a of ice. Nature, Physical Science, vo l. 230, no. 12 ,- change in density but also exhibiting an orientational P. 77-79.
or non-isotropic dependence. From Figures 4 and 5, Robin, G. DeQ., S. Evens and J.R. Bailey (1969) Interpretation

of radio echo sounding in polar ice sheets. Phi(osophicalit appears that the depth locations of the density van- Transactions of Royal Society, Sen. A , vol. 265, no.ations correspond we lt with the most asymmetric air 1166 , ~. 437-505.
bubbles, an indicator of enhanced deformation at Stratton , J .A. (1941) Electromagnetic theory. New York:
these depths. We conclude that the density varia t ion McGra w Hill Book Co., Inc.
and reflection strength therefore refl ec t a non-isotropic Sweeney, B.D. and S.C. Colbeck (1974) Measurements of the

dielectric properties of wet snow using a microwavedeformat ional horizon at this location rather than the technique, CRREL Research Report 325, AD 001550.isotropic depositional horizon usually associated with van Reek , LK.H. (1967) Dielectric behavior of heterogeneous
density variations atone. The deformational event may systems. Progress in DIelec trics , vol. 7 , p. 69-114 .
have been a surge or strong localized shear layer be- Wait , ).R. (1958) T ransmission and reflection of electro’
tween rapidly moving ice and more stagnant ice, magnetic waves in the presence of stratified media.

journa l of Research, National Bureau of Standards,Tracking of this layering, using a deformational assump- 
~~ 61 , no. 3, p. 205.

tion for occurrence, may give some insight into the We iner , 0, (1910) Zur Theorie tier Refraktionkonstanten
previous and ongoing internal mechanics of the ice Berichte (Iber die Verhandlungen der Kbn iglich
sheet in this region. We also infer that the density van - Sachsischen Gesellschaft der W iessenschaften zu
arions observed at other locations in the ice sheet must Leipzig, Mothematisch-Pftysikulische K/ass,, bd. 62,

ht. 5 , p. 256.68.be corre lated well with deformational indicators such
as air bubbles, fabr ics, and possibly grain sizes before
heavy reliance is placed on their use as depositional
markers in interpreting the prior history of the ice
sheets.
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